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EDITORIAL / EDITORIAL

Editorial Dilemmas and Problems 

A task for a head editor of a scientific journal, such as a chief editor or an executive editor, it is not simple, it is

out of the question. Since the administration and integration of the team which includes assigning the manu-

script to the collaborators (editors of the field, etc.) until the final decision, as to the acceptance or the rejection

of a manuscript, requires an expenditure of intellectual energy and even physical. But, what kind of responsible

task does not require full dedication? As if there were no other demands, and that would be too much, neverthe-

less, there are particularities in each journal that need special attention for a satisfactory performance, which it

is not easy. I refer to the pertinent aspects of the journal's scope and its methodological particularities. Even

though there are competent editors of the field with well-defined tasks, it is a key issue for maintaining the uni-

formity and homogeneity at this Journal, that the "eye" of a chief editor or an executive editor has the expertise

to detect in the final version of any article, one or another basic element that has gone unnoticed by other edi-

tors or those who are responsible for other constituents of a scientific text (technical adequacy of the tables,

mathematical formulas, figures, etc.).

Of course, the existence of ad hoc editors, collaborators and reviewers1,2 – by which they were chosen for

their scientific competences - are fundamental for that each manuscript meets the general characteristic of the

journal in terms of scientific style, ownership of the applied methods, the ability to dialogue in technical terms

with the proofreaders in which this would greatly facilitate the executive editor’s work.

On the other hand, the doubts in the analysis of a text at this point are much more difficult to resolve, and

yet, at the end, it will emphasize one of the basic quality of any scientific journal.

However, it is important to comment, in terms of the scope, there may be more complex characteristics in

several journals. Such as those journals, whose mission is broad and their multi-comprehensive scope3,4 ap-

proaches to different aspects to achieve this mission.

In the case of the Brazilian Journal of Mother and Child Health, it is exemplary when it proposes to a “Mis-

sion of promoting scientific articles encompassing the field of maternal and child’s health, the contributions

that address various aspects in maternal health, woman's health and child's health, contemplating its multiple

epidemiological, clinical and surgical determinants” as provided in the instructions for the authors.5

The diversity of fields in the Journal, although it can be integrated, it represents a great difficulty in making

final decisions in other to publish an article. Particularly, our Journal, publishing health studies in different

fields, needs to take into account the methodological characteristics in the scientific analysis in each one of

them. It is common, for example, to receive manuscripts whose exposition and analysis uses  quantitative

methods, while other texts use qualitative research methods. As everyone may know, these two methods are

based on different assumptions and therefore it requires specific knowledge of the editors. The exchange of

knowledge within the Journal is therefore, as an editor, for more competent he/she is, can he/she verify and

give his/her endorsement to publish the articles from such different fields? Of course, that is when the partici-

pation of the text editor comes in, because of his/her expertise of the field.

So, we conclude that integration and personnel management, working together with these complexities,

makes the editor’s task require an intense dedication and even greater responsibility.
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